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Abstract In emergency response environments, variant entities with specific
behaviors and interaction between them form a complex system that can be
well modeled by multi-agent systems. To build such complex systems, instead
of writing the code from scratch, one can follow the model-driven development
approach, which aims to generate software from design models automatically.
To achieve this goal, two important prerequisites are: a domain-specific modeling language for designing an emergency response environment model, and
transformation programs for automatic code generation from a model. In addition, for modeling with the language, a modeling tool is required, and for
executing the generated code there is a need to a platform.
In this paper, a model-driven framework for developing multi-agent systems in emergency response environments is provided which includes several
items. A domain-specific modeling language as well as a modeling tool is developed for this domain. The language and the tool are called ERE-ML and
ERE-ML-Tool, respectively. Using the ERE-ML-Tool, a designer can model
an emergency response situation and then validate the model against the predefined constraints. Furthermore, several model to code transformations are
defined for automatic multi-agent system code generation from an emergency
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response environment model. For executing the generated code, an extension
of JAMDER platform is also provided. To evaluate our framework, several
case studies including the Victorian bushfire disaster are modeled to show
the ability of the framework in modeling real-world situations and automatic
transformation of the model into the code.
Keywords Domain-specific modeling language · Emergency response
environment · Multi-agent system · Model driven development · ERE-ML ·
Model to code transformation

1 Introduction
Because of the increasing occurrences of unexpected events and the need for
pre-crisis planning to reduce risks and losses, emergency response units try
to make the best of facilities to minimize damage. In such situations, crisis
managers play an important role in reducing losses by organizing teams and
assigning tasks to members based on available resources and expertise. modeling and simulation is one of the methods that can be used by crisis managers
for better team organization, task assignment, and task performance by organized teams. The results of the simulations can be used to improve effectiveness
of operations and responses during a crisis.
As emergency response environments (ERE) are dynamic and complex environments, simulating the interactions and behavior of their included entities
is difficult and complicated. To overcome this complexity, the use of modern
software engineering approaches, such as agent-oriented software engineering
(AOSE) and model-driven development (MDD), may be helpful. These approaches help designers overcome the complexity of highly interactive dynamic
systems and obtain automatically generated code from the model. In AOSE,
agents are used for building autonomous, reactive and proactive software components. Thus autonomous entities in an ERE, can be well modeled using these
agents. In MDD, developers use abstractions that are closer to the domain than
to the computing concepts. Using this approach, code is generated automatically from models. It starts from the code skeleton generation and continues
to full system production [19].
In this paper, the model driven software engineering methodology [7] will
be used for developing multi-agent systems (MAS) in ERE. According the
methodology, for implementing a system three main steps should be followed:
modeling, transformation, and realization. First, a model of the system should
be provided using a modeling language, and then the model is transformed
into the implementation code of system by defined transformation programs.
Finally, in realization step, the generated code will be executed on a specific
platform. Therefore, for model driven development of MAS in ERE three main
elements are required: modeling language, transformation program, and platform. These elements are provided as our model driven framework components
and will be described in next sections.
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In modeling ERE, using general-purpose modeling languages such as UML,
decelerates the development process and decreases productivity because developers must exert extra effort to obtain the domain-specific knowledge. Using a
domain-specific modeling language (DSML) resolves the aforementioned problems because the language is closer to the problem domain concepts. In other
words, “domain-specific modeling languages are high-level languages specific
to a particular application or set of tasks” [2]. Thus, using DSML may improve
productivity and comprehensibility [2].
In recent years, several modeling languages have been proposed for modeling multi-agent systems or disaster management; MAS-ML (Multi-Agent
System modeling Language) [11] and DMM (Disaster Management Metamodel) [38] are two examples. MAS-ML is a language for modeling multi-agent
systems and DMM is a language that covers the concepts of all four phases
of disaster management including mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. In our previous work [1], by focusing only on the mitigation phase, we
added the concepts of DMM to MAS-ML.
This paper includes several contributions. First, the metamodel in [1] is
extended by adding the concepts of response phase of DMM to be able to
model the operations in response phase of ERE. The resulted language is
called ERE-ML. Second, a tool, named ERE-ML-Tool (EMT), for modeling
by the proposed language is developed. The EMT is developed as an extension
of the NorMAS-ML tool [17]. Using EMT, the designer can validate the model
under the constraints specified in the metamodel. These constraints are written in OCL (Object Constraint Language) [36] to check the semantic aspect
of the model. The syntax of the model is checked through the conformance relation to the metamodel. Third, several transformation templates are written
using MTL (Model to Text Language) [35] that are used for automatic code
generation from model. Fourth, a platform is provided for executing the generated code. The platform is an extension of JAMDER (JADE to MAS-ML
Development Resource) [31] by including the ERE concepts. This platform,
provides facilities for the user to execute the generated code and see the results
of emergency response operations including team formation, task allocation,
and task performance, via a visual interface.
To summarize, the main contribution of this paper is a model-driven framework for developing MAS in ERE. The components of this framework are (i)
ERE-ML (ii) EMT, (iii) Transformation code for automatic code generation,
and (iv) An extension of the JAMDER platform.
It should be noted that, emergency response modeling has been studied
widely in the past [25, 26, 24], but a large part of the literature contains simulators that were developed traditionally by programming and without using
a model driven development approach or some of them are decision making
systems by data gathering and analysis. We do not intend to simulate an emergency response environment or design a decision making system, but since the
process of simulating these environments is very difficult and complex, the
aim of this paper is to provide a framework that simplifies the implementation
of such simulators by raising the level of abstraction for people that are not
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familiar with programming languages. For this purpose, the major entities in
an emergency response environment is modeled by user (crisis manager) and
then the model is automatically transformed to executable Java files without
even writing a single line of code.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main concepts
that are required for understanding the idea presented in this paper. Section 3
presents related works involving the model-driven development of MAS and
ERE. Section 4 describes a model-driven methodology for developing MAS
in ERE. As the first step of this methodology, section 5 describes how TAO
(Taming Agents and Objects) and MAS-ML are extended to result in EREML. In section 6 the EMT is introduced. Sections 7 and 8 describes the written
transformations and platform extension respectively. In section 9, both EMT
and the code-generation process are validated using the case study technique.
Finally, section 10 exhibits the results, and section 11 provides conclusions and
suggestions for future work.

2 Background
In this section, the main concepts related to MAS, ERE, and MDD are described.

2.1 Multi agent systems for emergency response environments
Emergency response scenarios can be well modeled with MAS. They can be
used as solutions in different areas and as patterns or models for the implementation of software. In addition, the use of MAS in modeling dynamic events
such as natural disasters can help crisis managers to test all possible scenarios
of an accident and to take better decisions [34].
Agents are known as a suitable pattern for modeling complex and distributed systems. In fact, agents provide high-level abstraction for creating
autonomous, reactive, and proactive software components with social capabilities. Agents also provide high-level organizational concepts including groups,
roles, responsibilities, and interactive protocols; this raises the level of system
abstraction. Thus, MAS can be used to model communities of autonomous
interactive entities for crisis management [43].
In emergency response scenarios, usually, different groups of agents with
specific skills coordinate with each other to help injured victims. The assistant agents gather information from the environment while working together
to solve urgent problems autonomously [18]. Therefore, MAS is known as a
powerful tool that allows the design and implementation of experiments with
different scenarios. This allows decision-makers to evaluate, test, and optimize
their strategies.
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2.2 Model driven development
MDD is an emergent paradigm in software engineering that focuses on use
models as the basis of development. The implementation code can be generated
(semi) automatically from the model using a set of methods called model
transformation. The main goal of MDD is fully automatic software production
using models [7].
Models are instances of metamodels that describe them. In other words,
a metamodel defines a language for describing models [6]. A modeling language or metamodel deals with describing models or defining their elements
with specific syntax and semantics [3]. Brown believes that “the models are
described in a set of metamodels. The ability to analyse, automate, and transform models requires a clear, unambiguous way to describe the semantics of the
models. Hence, the models intrinsic to a modeling approach must themselves
be described in a model, which we call a metamodel” [8].
The core concept in MDD is transformation, i.e., the transition between
the stages of the development process is done by transformation. Model transformation provides an automatic mechanism that generates new models and
code from other models. MDD helps a designer to decide at the model level
and then generate the code automatically. There are four types of transformations: model to model, model to code, code to model, and code to code [34]. In
this paper, model to code transformations are applied to generate Java code
from an ERE model.

3 Related work
In this section, recent works related to the MDD of MAS and ERE are introduced. All the works include a modeling language, and some of them have tool
support and transformation code for automatic code generation, too. Several
specific modeling languages can be used to model MAS or ERE, but none of
them considers both MAS and ERE. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 focus on MAS and
ERE development, respectively. Section 3.3 introduced our previous work on
MDD of MAS in ERE and states weak points of the work. Finally at section 3.4
a comparative analysis of related works is provided.

3.1 Model driven development of multi agent systems
Before going to the details of the works in this section, it should be noted that
these studies do not support ERE concepts in their modeling language.
AUML (Agent UML) [4] is a modeling language based on UML 2.0 for modeling MAS. It provides semi-formal and intuitive semantics through a friendly
graphical notation. AUML metamodel was presented by Song et al. [41]. Using AUML, it is possible to define agent interaction protocols and show how
agents interact with each other based on the protocol. It is also possible to
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represent the internal behavior of an agent. Furthermore, a tool is developed
that uses a textual AUML protocol and automatically generates the standard
graphical rendition [44]. AUML uses UML 2.0 notations for modeling protocols, hence it does not have its own concrete syntax. The AUML tool only
supports conversion from textual AUML protocol to a graphical modeling and
does not support automatic code generation from the model.
DSML4MAS [23] is a graphical modeling language that allows the modeling of MAS in a platform-independent manner. It is designed to capture the
core concepts of MAS, such as agents, organizational structures, interaction
protocols, and behaviors. The model transformations are also written to generate executable code from the model. However, in practice, the generated code
needs intervention of programmer for execution.
INGENIAS [27] is an agent-oriented software engineering methodology that
defines a visual language for MAS modeling. This language provides five metamodels for describing system views (agent view, interaction view, tasks and
goals view, organization view, and environment view). Each view contains related concepts and relationships for drawing diagrams to represent the specific
aspects of the system. In addition, the INGENIAS Development Kit (IDK) [39]
was developed to support the development process in INGENIAS. It includes
a visual editor for creating MAS specifications according to a metamodel. One
of the modules of IDK is the INGENIAS agent framework (IAF), which produces native Java code over the JADE (Java Agent Development1 ) platform
by translating the specifications [20]. The problem with the generated code is
that only the code skeleton of MAS is produced, and it needs intervention of
programmer for execution.
MAS-ML [11] is a MAS modeling language that extends UML metamodels
based on TAO [40]. TAO is a conceptual framework that provides an ontology
based on agent and object abstraction. MAS-ML addresses the characteristics
of MAS that do not exist in UML. MAS-ML 2.0, the most recent version of
MAS-ML, supports heterogeneous MAS modeling [22]. An MDA approach is
introduced [32] for modeling and automatic code generation using MAS-ML
2.0, the MAS-ML tool [21], and transformation code in MTL. A weak point
of this study is that the generated code is not executable due to the fact that
only the graphical classes that exist in the MAS model are converted to textual
classes in Java.

3.2 Model driven development in emergency response environments
Before going to the details of the works in this section, it should be noted that
these studies do not support MAS concepts in their modeling languages.
DMM [38] is a metamodel that divides all common concepts of ERE into
four different phases: mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. The
metamodel is not agent based. DMKR (Disaster Management Knowledge
1

Available at http://jade.tilab.com/
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Repository) [37] is implemented for structuring, storing, and reusing disaster
management knowledge. The system uses DMM as the basis of representation
of all knowledge stored in a relational database management system. It should
be noted that the ERE-ML Tool provides new concrete syntax for each new
concepts of ERE-ML, but DMKR uses UML modeling notations. DMKR is
only a metamodel-based system for storage and retrieving knowledge and unlike our framework, it does not use a model driven approach for automatic code
generation and does not generate an application for representing operations
that should be performed during a disaster.
DRP (Disaster Response Processes) [5] is a general metamodel for representing the disaster response processes structure, elements, and relationships
between them. This metamodel provides a sound data structure for the development of process-aware information technology systems for disaster response
management. This work has several weaknesses. First, it just provides a modeling language via an abstract syntax and there is no concrete syntax. Second,
it has no modeling tool. Third, model to code transformation is not provided.

3.3 Model driven development of MAS in ERE
In [1], MAS-ML is extended by adding DMM concepts. The extended language
only supports the mitigation phase of DMM, and no tool or transformation is
provided for automatic code generation.

3.4 Comparative analysis of related works
Table 1 shows a comparative analysis of related works based on the following six criteria. For each criterion, a study is graded as − (not available), ∼
(partially available) or + (available).
1. MAS concepts support: For this criterion, if a study does not support main
concepts of MAS, it is graded as −. If some of main concepts are available,
the study is graded as ∼. Otherwise, if all of the main concepts of MAS
are available, the study is graded as +.
2. ERE concepts support: For this criterion, if a study does not support main
concepts of ERE, it is graded as −. If some of main concepts are available,
the study is graded as ∼. Otherwise, if all of the main concepts of ERE
are available, the study is graded as +.
3. Abstract syntax definition: For this criterion, a study is graded as − if
it does not provide vocabulary of concepts. If vocabulary of concepts is
available but a complete metamodel is not provided, the study is graded
as ∼. Otherwise, if a metamodel is provided that describes the concepts
and their relations, it is graded as +.
4. Concrete syntax definition: For this criterion, a related work is graded as −
if there is no representation for domain meta-elements. If a representation
for each meta-element is available but it is getting from existing graphical
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modeling notations such as UML and does not provide a specific graphical
modeling notation for each main concept, the study is graded as ∼. If a
study is providing its own graphical concrete syntax, it is graded as +.
5. Tool support: For this criterion, a study is graded as − if there is no tool
support for modeling and code generation. If a study provides a tool only
for modeling, and does not support code generation, it is graded as ∼. If
a study supports both modeling and code generation tools, it is graded as
+.
6. M2C transformability: For this criterion, a study is graded as − if there
is no model-to-code (M2C) transformation for automatic code generation.
If a study provides transformations, but they are incomplete and need too
much intervention for execution, it is graded as ∼. If a study supports a
complete automatic code generation from models and generated code are
executable on at least one specific platform, it is graded as +.
Our proposed framework compared to related work (i) supports both MAS
and ERE concepts in a modeling language and (ii) provides a powerful model
to code (M2C) transformability using MTL transformation programs and
JAMDER extended platform for generating executable codes, that will be
described in next sections.
Table 1 A comparison of model-driven MAS and ERE development
Metamodel Language

MAS
Concepts
Support

ERE
Concepts
Support

Abstract
Syntax
Definition

Concrete
Syntax
Definition

Tool
Support

M2C
Transformability

AUML [4]
DSML4MAS [23]
INGENIAS-ML [39]
MAS-ML [32]
DMM [37]
DRP [5]
Mitigation [1]

+
+
+
+
−
−
+

−
−
−
−
+
+
∼

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

∼
+
+
+
∼
−
+

∼
+
+
+
∼
−
−

−
∼
∼
∼
−
−
−

Legend: + (available), − (not available), ∼ (partially available)

4 A model-driven methodology for developing MAS in ERE
Inspiring form the model driven software engineering methodology defined by
Brabilla et al. [7], we have depicted a methodological approach for developing
MAS in ERE as indicated in Fig. 1. The columns in the figure show the abstraction level of the application and the rows in the figure show the implementation
level. For instance, an application is modeled using a modeling language in the
application level, which in turn is defined using a meta-modeling language in
the meta-level. In the following, we focus on the implementation level (rows)
and discuss three main steps that should be performed to implement a MAS
in ERE .
1. Modeling: In this step, the models of the application are specified according
to a modeling language, which in turn is defined according to a metamodeling language. This indicates that having a modeling language is an
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Fig. 1 A model-driven methodology for developing MAS in ERE (Adapted from [7])

important requirement in the methodology. In this paper, a domain specific
modeling language named ERE-ML is defined to facilitate the modeling of
MAS in ERE at higher level of abstraction. This language is defined based
on Ecore meta-modeling language. In Section 5 (ERE-ML: Extending TAO
and MAS-ML), we will explain the details of this step by introducing the
ERE-ML. In Addition, to provide tool support for modeling using EREML, a graphical modeling editor called EMT is also developed. In Section 6
(The ERE-ML tool), we will introduce the EMT.
2. Automation: After designing models, they should automatically be transformed to code. To enable this, the transformations are defined using a
transformation language. In our work, several transformations are defined
by Acceleo templates using model to text transformation language (MTL).
These transformations generate Java code for the corresponding model. In
Section 7 (Model to code transformations), we will explain the details of
this step by defining the Acceleo templates.
3. Realization: After the code is generated, the running software is executed
on a specific platform. In this work, the JAMDER platform is extended
based on the ERE-ML concepts. This will allow the Java application generated in the previous step to be executed. In Section 8 (Platform specification), we will explain the details of this step by defining the new classes
that are added to JAMDER platform.

5 ERE-ML: Extending TAO and MAS-ML
In this section, a DSML for modeling MAS in EREs is introduced. It completes
the DSML proposed to model the mitigation phase [1] by extending the TAO
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framework and MAS-ML. Section 5.1 explains the extension proposed for TAO,
and Section 5.2 is dedicated to the extension proposed for MAS-ML.

5.1 Extending TAO
TAO and MAS-ML are extended based on concepts defined in DMM. MASML is based on TAO. Therefore, TAO should be extended according to the
desired domain concepts, and then MAS-ML should be extended.
In the proposed DSML, the Task concept is added for modeling ERE,
and the Disaster concept is used from the mitigation phase. Furthermore, four
relationships named Create, Divide, Assign, and TaskAffect are added to TAO
(in addition to the Reduce and Threat relationships [1]). Fig. 2 shows how the
TAO framework is extended.

Fig. 2 Extending the TAO framework

Disaster and Task are new concepts in TAO. A Disaster is a serious interruption of community functioning involving extensive human, material, economic, or environmental losses and impacts exceeding the capabilities of the
affected community or society to manage using its own resources. A Task is
a responsibility that should be accomplished by an emergency team within a
defined period. New relationships are described in Table 2.
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Table 2 Relationships added to TAO
Name

Definition

Create
Divide
Assign
Reduce
Threat
TaskAffect

A disaster can be created by another disaster
A task can be broken into sub-tasks by the Divide relationship
To perform a task, it can be assigned to a team
An organization can reduce the damage of a disaster
All factors threatened by a disaster can be cleared using this relationship
A Task affect on an object, agent, or disaster that occurs in an Environment

5.2 Extending MAS-ML
A graphical modeling language consists of (i) abstract syntax (grammar), (ii)
concrete syntax (notation), and (iii) semantics [29]. Thus, to extend MAS-ML
according to the concepts of ERE, the abstract syntax and concrete syntax
for each new concept are first defined, and then the semantics of the language
are shown as a semantic domain model.
5.2.1 Abstract syntax definition
New concepts are defined to extend MAS-ML. Fig. 3 shows the extended MASML. In the following, appended concepts and relationships are described.
New Concepts Appended to MAS-ML
Disaster [1]: One of the significant concepts in ERE is Disaster. A disaster
can be Natural or Man-Made. Therefore, for the Disaster concept, two new
data types, <<Natural>> and <<Man-Made>>, are appended. A Hazard is a
destructive and terminating incident. Susceptibility and potentiality to being
damaged by a hazard is called Vulnerability, and a probable loss of life or
property, injury, or other harm caused by incidents is called Risk. Therefore,
in ERE-ML, a set of hazards, vulnerabilities, risks, and characteristics for a
disaster has been defined. These concepts are defined as stereotypes of the DisasterAction. DisasterAction is an extension of the existing BehavioralFeature
metaclass in UML. The following template defines the features and relationships that a Disaster must have.
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_________________Disaster___________________
DisasterClass Disaster_Class_Name
Disaster_Type
Location {x:Integer, y:Integer}
Icon Image
Hazard setOf{Hazard_Name}
Vulnerability setOf{Vulnerability_Name}
Risk setOf{Risk_Name}
Properties setOf{Property_Name}
Relationships setOf{Relationship_Name}
End Disaster_Class

Task: Another main concept in ERE is the Task. Tasks must be performed
immediately by the teams deployed in an organization. Each task includes a
set of required capabilities, resources, and commands for successful execution.
As shown in Fig. 3, in the ERE-ML, the Task is an extension of the existing Classifier metaclass and is associated with the structural and behavioral
characteristics of UML. Capabilities and Resources are defined as extensions
of the Property metaclass of UML because they are the attributes of a Task.
The set of Commands that must be followed to perform a task is defined as
the stereotype for the Operation metaclass, which already exists in UML. Each
task can be one of the following types: (i) simple group task, (ii) simple individual task, (iii) composite team task, or (iv) composite partitioned task [9].
A priority (high, middle, or low) is defined for each task to be executed. The
location of each task shows the location of its occurrence in the environment.
The following template defines the features and relationships of a Task.
_______________Task_____________________
Task_Class Task_Class_Name
Task_Type
Task_Priority
Location {x: Integer, y: Integer}
Icon Image
Capability SetOf{Capability_Name}
Command SetOf{Command _Name}
Resource SetOf{Resource_Name}
Relationships SetOf{Relationship_Name}
End Task_Class

Emergency Management Team: Another important concept in ERE is Emergency Management Teams. In the ERE-ML, this concept is considered as an
extension of the Classifier metaclass of UML. Generally, an organization consists of some emergency management teams; each team includes one or more
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members. Team members include agents of MAS-ML, and it is necessary to
define the tasks to be assigned to them. The location of each organization
in the environment is shown as a Location feature. The following template
highlights new features added to the Organization class presented in [40].
_______________________________Organization___________________________________
Organization_Class Organization_Class_Name
Rules SetOf{Rule}
Laws SetOf{Law}
Emergency_Management_Team SetOf{Emergency_Management_Team_Name}
Location {x: Integer, y: Integer}
Icon Image
Relationships SetOf{Relationship_Name}
End Organization_Class

Capability and Need [1]: According to the “capability-based task allocation”
idea [14], the Agent and AgentRole structures of MAS-ML are changed. To
model the agents’ set of capabilities, Capability feature is added to the Agent
concept. The location of each agent in environment is defined by the Location
property. A new concept, Need, is also added to MAS-ML for modeling the
mitigation phase in ERE. When a disaster occurs, the set of needs is formed by
agent roles. The following template shows the modified Agent and AgentRole
templates [40].
___________________Agent________________________
Agent_Class Agent_Class_Name
Beliefs setOf {Belief_Name}
Goals setOf{Goal_Name}
Actions setOf {Action_Name}
Plans setOf {Plan_Name}
Events generated: setOf{Event_Name},
perceived: setOf{Event_Name}
Roles setOf {Role_Class_Name}
Capability setOf {Capability_Name}
Location {x: Integer, y: Integer}
Icon Image
Relationships setOf{Relationship_Name}
End Agent_Class

_________________________Agent_Role___________________________
Agent_Role_Class Agent_Role_Class_Name
Goals setOf{Goal_Name}
Beliefs setOf{Belief_Name}
Duties setOf{Action_Name}
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Rights setOf{Permission_Name} U setOf{Action_Name}
Protocols setOf{Interaction_Class_Name} U setOf{Rule_Name}
Commitments setOf{Action_Name}
Capability setOf {Capability_Name}
Needs setOf {Need_Name}
Relationships setOf{Relationship_Name}
End Agent_Role_Class

Map: The Map is a structural feature for the environment. Therefore, the
Environment template [40] is modified as follows.
_________________________Environment___________________________
Environment_Class Environment_Class_Name
Map City_Map_Image
Resources setOf{<Resource, Permission, Element_Class_Name>}
Services setOf{<Service, Permission, Element_Class_Name>}
Behavior setOf{Properties}
Relationships setOf{Relationship_Name}
Events generated: setOf{Event_Name},
perceived: setOf{Event_Name}
End Environment_Class

Icon and Location: The Icon and Location are structural features for any element that exists in an environment. As Fig. 2 shows, these elements are
tasks, organizations, disasters, agents, and objects. Therefore, the Object template [40] is also modified as follows:
__________________Object____________________
Object_Class Object_Class_Name
State setOf{Information}
Behavior setOf{Operation}
Relationships setOf{Relationship_Name}
Events generated: setOf{Event_Name},
perceived: setOf{Event_Name}
Roles setOf{Role_Class_Name}
Location {x: Integer, y: Integer}
Icon Image
End Object_Class

New Relationships Appended to MAS-ML
As stated before, six relationships are defined as follows: Create, Assign, Divide, Threat, Reduce, and TaskAffect. These six relationships are extensions
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of the existing DirectedRelationship metaclass of UML. The Relationship template is used to define the links between the elements. For each relationship
type, the template identifies the elements and its roles in the relationship [40].
The following shows the extended template:
___________________Relationship______________________
Relationship Relationship_Name
Inhabit: habitat, citizen
|
|
|
|
|
|

Ownership: owner, member
Specialization: super-element, sub-element
Play: element, role
Control: controller, controlled
Dependency: client, supplier
Association: associate1, associate2

| Aggregation: aggregator, part
| Threat: disaster, exposure
| Reduce: organization, disaster
| Create: disaster, disaster
| Assign: organization, task
| Divide: task, task
| Task_Affect: task, under_effect
End Relationship

Table 3 shows the source and target elements defined for each relationship.
Table 3 Relationships added to MAS-ML
Relationship

Source

Target

Threat
Reduce
Create
Assign
Divide
Task Affect

Disaster
Organization
Disaster
Task
Task
Task

Object/Agent/Environment/Organization
Disaster
Disaster
Organization
Task
Object/Agent/Disaster

5.2.2 Concrete syntax definition
The following graphical elements are defined to present the new concepts in
the ERE-ML metamodel:
1. Disaster: The concrete syntax of Disaster was defined in the mitigation
phase [1]. This element is shown in Fig. 4.
2. Task: A Task is shown as a rectangle with two cuts on the right and left
sides. The graphical representation of a Task is shown in Fig. 5. As stated
in its template, this concept includes a set of capabilities, commands, and
resources.
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Fig. 4 The Disaster class

Fig. 5 The Task class

3. Emergency Management Team: As mentioned earlier, an organization consists of some emergency management teams. Therefore, Emergency Management Team is defined as a compartment of the MAS-ML Organization
concept [10]. Fig. 6 shows the modified Organization class.

Fig. 6 The Organization class including “Emergency Team”

4. Capability and Need: These are defined as compartments of the MAS-ML
Agent and Agent Role concepts [10], respectively. Fig. 7 shows the modified
Agent and Agent Role classes.
5. Relationships: The concrete syntax for ERE-ML relationships is defined as
shown in Fig. 8. (The graphical representation of the Threat and Reduce
relationships was defined in the mitigation phase [1]). Table 4 describes the
graphical representation of the different new relationship types.
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Fig. 7 The Agent and Agent Role classes including “Capability” and “Need”

Table 4 ERE-ML Relationships
Name
Threat
Reduce
Create
Assign
Divide
TaskAffect

Notation

Semantic
All factors threatened by a disaster can be cleared using this
relationship
An organization can reduce the damage of a disaster
A disaster can be created by another disaster
To perform a task, it can be assigned to a team
A task can be broken into sub-tasks by the Divide relationship
A Task affect on an object, agent, or disaster that occurs in
an Environment

5.2.3 Semantic domain model
After defining the abstract syntax and concrete syntax for each new DSML
concept, it is necessary to express the meaning of each concept and of the
relationships between them. For this purpose, a semantic domain model is
presented for the proposed modeling language. The meaning of each concept
is fully explained in previous sections. Fig. 9 shows the relationships.
According to Fig. 9, when a disaster occurs, it can create another disaster through the Create relationship. In addition, every disaster may threaten
agents, organizations, environment, or objects because of its characteristics.
The Threat relationship shows this scenario. Then, since a disaster causes
civilian casualties, the relevant organizations are on alert, and by specifying
the required team within the organization, tasks should be assigned to them.
The tasks are allocated to the organizations using the Assign relationship. The
commands that are issued for performing a task cause the creation sub-tasks
that are generated using the Divide relationship. To perform a simple task,
the TaskAffect relationship determines the affected ERE element. Finally, an
organization can reduce the damage of a disaster by using the Reduce relationship.
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Fig. 9 The semantic domain model of ERE-ML

6 The ERE-ML tool
When the set of domain concepts has been extracted and designed as a modeling language, designers can use it to model any type of ERE. For this purpose,
an Eclipse plugin using the GMF (Graphic Modeling Framework) [13] is designed as a tool that extends the NorMAS-ML tool.
MAS-ML [21] was developed for the modeling of MAS. The final version
of this tool is NorMAS-ML [17], which is used to model normative MAS. In
normative MAS, the behavior of agents is restricted by norms. “Norms in multiagent systems are mechanisms that define what agents are obligated, permitted or prohibited to do and state stimulus to their fulfilment while defining
rewards and discouraging their violation while pointing out punishments” [15].
An overview of NorMAS-ML tool is shown in Fig. 10.
In this paper, the NorMAS-ML tool has been extended and is presented
as a tool called EMT. We use GMF to develop this tool. The first step in
developing this tool is designing the ERE-ML metamodel as an Ecore model
(a file that includes information about the metamodel). Then, for each concept,
a graphical symbol is designed as a graphical model. The next step is to define
a toolbox as a tool model. Finally, it is necessary to determine mapping links
between metamodel, graphical model and tool model in a mapping model.
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Fig. 11 An overview of EMT
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Fig. 11 shows an overview of EMT. As indicated by part 1, the EMT
toolbox consists of two parts: ERE Relationships and ERE Nodes. ERE Relationships shows the new relationships that are added to the language. This
part includes the Threat, Assign, Reduce, Create, Divide, and TaskAffect gadgets. ERE Nodes contains 10 gadgets: Task, Command, Capability, Resource,
EmergencyTeam, Need, Disaster, Hazard, Vulnerability, and Risk.
After the designer has modeled an ERE, it is necessary to validate the
model against the constraints. In order to validate the semantic aspects of
the model, 19 constraints are defined in OCL language. Table 5 shows these
constraints.
Table 5 Validation rules
Rule Domain

Rule Name

Rule Description

Element

Element_Rule_1
Element_Rule_2

All model elements should have a name.
The name of element should not have white
space.
A disaster must have at least a hazard.
A disaster must has at least a type.
Threat association related to the Exposure
(Entity Attribute) of the Hazard, Vulnerability
or Risk must be created.
If disaster has Vulnerability, it must have Hazard.
If disaster has Risk, it must have Vulnerability.
Task cannot be executed by the team since
team has not all the required capabilities.
Task cannot be executed by the team since
team has not all the required commands.
Task cannot be executed by the team since
team has not all the required resources.
Simple individual tasks need 1 agent to perform and the other tasks need more than 1
agent to perform.
Simple task cannot decompose to other tasks
and it cannot include Commands. But composite tasks should be decomposed to other tasks.
(Using Divide relationship).
A task can include the subtasks, if commands
are defined for it, and its type is composite.
Related tasks of Commands must include targets Divide relationship.
A task must be assigned to the organization or
must be a subtask.
An Agent should only be member of a team.
Assign association related to the Task for the
Organization must be created.
Target of Threat relationship cannot be AgentRole, Task and Norm.
Target of TaskAffect relationship should be an
Object, Agent or Disaster.

Disaster

Disaster_Rule_1
Disaster_Rule_2
Disaster_Rule_3

Disaster_Rule_4
Disaster_Rule_5
Task_Rule_1
Task_Rule_2
Task

Task_Rule_3
Task_Rule_4

Task_Rule_5

Task_Rule_6
Task_Rule_7
Task_Rule_8
Organization

Organization_Rule_1
Organization_Rule_2

Threat

Threat_Rule

TaskAffect

TaskAffect_Rule
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7 Model to code transformations
After the ERE model is validated and the errors are fixed, it can automatically
be transformed into the Java code. To do so, the Acceleo tool [12] is used.
Acceleo is an Eclipse plug-in that generates code from a model based on the
transformation code, which is written in the MTL [35].
Lopes [30] used five transformation files to generate code for MAS: Environment.mtl, ObjectRole.mtl, AgentRole.mtl, Agent.mtl, and Organazation.mtl.
In this work, to transform the model of a MAS in the ERE into the code, three
existing MTL files (Environment.mtl, Agent.mtl, and Organisation.mtl) have
been modified appropriately. In addition, two new MTL files, Disaster.mtl and
Task.mtl are written. In the following, these five files are described .
Environment.mtl: The environment in the multi-agent emergency response
system will be transformed into Java code based on the Environment.mtl
transformation file [30]. In this research, the Environment.mtl file should be
modified according to the domain of the ERE. Thus, we modified the file such
that the concepts of Task and Disaster will be transformed into Java code
based on the Inhabit relationship.
Agent.mtl: Each agent will be transformed into Java code based on the Agent.mtl
file [30]. However, this file needs to be modified for ERE. Accordingly, Agent.mtl
is modified such that the capabilities of the agents can be transformed into
code, too.
Organization.mtl: Organizations that exist in the multi-agent ERE will be
transformed into Java code based on the file Organization.mtl [30]. Here, this
file should be edited based on the domain concepts of ERE. Hence, the file is
modified such that the teams and the assigned tasks in the organization will
be transformed into Java code.
Disaster.mtl: As noted earlier, one of the main concepts in the domain of
ERE is Disaster. Fig. 12 shows part of the transformation file of a disaster.
According to this code, each disaster will be transformed into a Java file that
inherits from the class jamder.Disaster in the proposed platform. As indicated
in Fig. 12, the definition of the disaster starts at line 13. The code in lines
20-30 defines which exposures are affected by the disaster (by the Threat
relationship), and starting with line 31, the hazards, vulnerabilities, and risks
of the disaster are determined.
Task.mtl: Another element in the ERE-ML model is the Task. Each task in
the model is transformed into a Java file based on the Task.mtl file. Each task
inherits from jamder.behavioral.Task in the proposed platform. In addition,
sub-tasks will be transformed into code based on the Divide relationship in
the model.
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Fig. 12 Partial MTL file of a disaster

8 Extending the JAMDER platform
JAMDER is a platform based on the JADE libraries for supporting different
internal architectures of agents [31]. It includes all resources of JADE as well
as new entities involved in MAS-ML concepts [33]. The most recent version of
the platform, i.e., JAMDER 2.0, supports normative MAS [28]. In this paper,
JAMDER 2.0 is extended for ERE, as explained in the following.
– In this study, a specific structure is defined for a task; hence, the class Task
is inherited from the class jade.core.behaviours.Behaviour of JADE. The
jamder.behavioral.Task class defines this concept in our platform.
– The jamder.Disaster class defines the disaster. In addition, the classes
jamder.behavioral.Hazard, jamder.behavioral.Vulnerability, and
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jamder.behavioral.Risk represent the definition of the Hazard, Vulnerability, and Risk concepts, respectively.
In the proposed platform, it is easy to specify which disaster is controlled
by which organization and vice versa.
After the addition of teams to an organization, all members are added to
the organization, and then tasks are assigned to each team. The jamder.Team
class defines the concept of Emergency Response Team with corresponding
methods. These methods show how members are joined to the teams and
which tasks are assigned to them.
The jamder.structural.Command class defines the concept of Command.
The commands could cause one or more sub-tasks to be produced for a
task.
The jamder.structural.Capability class specifies capabilities in the proposed
platform.
The jamder.Environment class is also extended by the Swing and Awt
libraries. With this extension, it should be possible to represent the environment and all elements that exist in it. In the class, a panel is also
developed for interaction with the user and showing reports to the user.
The jamder.Object class is created to show objects designed in EMT and
exist in the environment. This class has two attributes, icon and location.

9 Case study
Before going to the details of the case study, it is worth mentioning that
we have done four experiments for four different real rescue scenarios as per
following. The details of those experiments are available on the tool website2 .
1. The Victoria bushfire disaster, which is the case study explained in the
paper.
2. The Fukushima nuclear disaster (Happened on 11/03/2011 in Fukushima,
Japan)
3. The Bam earthquake disaster (Happened on 26/12/2003 in Bam, Kerman,
Iran)
4. The Plasco Tower collapse (Happened on 19/01/2017 in Tehran, Iran)
The purpose of this case study is to illustrate the application of the proposed framework for creating an ERE model for the Victorian bushfire disaster [42] scenario and identifying the agents, disasters, and tasks through
the modeling in EMT. Then, validation of the model based on the specified
constraints will be done, and finally, it is shown how the models are automatically transformed into the code based upon the transformation rules of the
framework.
2

http://mdse.bahmanzamani.com/ere-ml-framework/.
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9.1 Victorian bushfire disaster
On the morning of Saturday, 7 February 2009, devastating bushfire occurred in
the Australian state of Victoria and caused the death of 173 people. The Royal
Commission Report concerns Victorian bushfire, which is known as Black Saturday. The disaster was an example of the events with a very high level emergency that for coping it different organizations had to cooperate with each
other. On Black Saturday new state-level operational arrangements were being trialled by the Country Fire Authority (CFA) and the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE). CFA is an organization that provides fire
service and other emergency services to all regions of the country in Victoria,
Australia. The organization works with other emergency services, including
Police, Fire Stations and Rescuers [42].
9.2 Modeling and validation of Victorian bushfire disaster
In this case study, the EMT is used to model the Victorian bushfire disaster. In
this scenario, we suppose that the crisis manager intends to model the disaster
and to see weather or not he/she is able to manage the crisis. The modeling
process in this case includes several steps as follows.
Step 1. First, the crisis manager must determine where did the disaster occur.
For this purpose, the environment is modeled by adding an EnvironmentClass
concept and setting a partial map of Victoria city as its Map feature. Figure 13
illustrates this step.

Fig. 13 Modeling the environment
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Step 2. The next step is to determine what are the hazards, vulnerabilities,
risks, and threats of this disaster. Fig. 14 shows the modeling of this disaster.
As indicated in the figure, Bushfire is a concept in the Victorian bushfire that
is defined by a Disaster gadget (A, B) and its Icon and Location features is set
by the user (C, D). Objects threatened by the Bushfire include Power Poles,
Weather, Houses, and Shrubbery. They are modeled by the Threat relationship. In addition, the bushfire disaster creates firestorms that are modeled by
another Disaster gadget called Firestorm. Bushfire is related to Firestorm by
a Create relationship (E, F).

Fig. 14 Modeling the disasters and threatened elements

Step 3. After modeling the disaster, the crisis manager must determine what
tasks should be defined for responding to disasters and what capabilities and
resources are required for doing each task. For this purpose, four critical tasks
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are defined for managing the Victorian bushfires disaster including: quench
of fire, search and rescue the victims, and weather forecast. In Fig. 15, the
required capabilities and resources of each task and also the element that is
affected by the task is determined.

Fig. 15 Modeling the tasks (Quench of fire, Aid1, and Weather forecast tasks)

Step 4. Next, the crisis manager must determine what organizations were involved in victorian bushfire disaster. As indicated in Fig. 16, four organizations
including CFA, DSE, Police, and Emergency Management Health Organization are modeled. For each organization the features icon, location, and related
teams are determined. For example, the members of firefighting team in CFA
organization are shown in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 16 Modeling the involved organizations

Now is time for modeling agents that act as team members. In this scenario,
7 agents are defined: 1 monitoring agent, 1 firefighter agent, 1 pilotage agent, 2
police agents, and 2 health agents. For each agent the capabilities and locations
features is set. For example, the features of firefighter agent are shown in
Fig. 17.

Step 5. After modeling the tasks and organizations, the crisis manager must
determin which tasks should be assign to which team in which organization.
This is achieved by using Assign relationship which has an “OwnedTeam”
feature that specifies to which team in an organization a task is assigned. For
example, Fig. 18 shows Quench of fire task assignment to the firefighting team
in CFA organization.
After building the model, it should be validated. The model of the Victorian
bushfire will be validated against the OCL constraints of the metamodel. In
this paper, three constraints of the Victorian bushfire are studied. It is shown
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Fig. 17 Features of a firefighter agent

Fig. 18 Assigning Quench of fire task to firefighting team in CFA organization

that the model is valid based on these constraints, and error messages will be
shown in case of an error.
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Constraint 1. The Assign relationship in the model is correct if the team in
charge of a task owns the capabilities, resources, and requirements for the task.
In the bushfire model, the team that performs the task for aid does not have
the capabilities required for this task. Therefore, the Assign relationship is
wrong and the error message “Task cannot be executed by the team since team
has not all the required capabilities” is shown to the designer. This scenario is
shown in Fig. 19, in which the error is highlighted by a red box.

Fig. 19 Checking constraint 1

Constraint 2. Factors defined as entities of hazards, vulnerabilities, and disaster risks should have the Threat relationship with related objects; otherwise,
an error will be displayed. In the model designed for the Victorian bushfire,
the hazard defined for the fire defines the weather as an influential entity, but
when any relationship is drawn between the bushfire and the existing weather,
an error will be displayed stating that this relationship is not indicated. This
constraint is shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 20 Checking constraint 2

Constraint 3. According to the defined constraint, hazard, vulnerability, and
risk must all be defined in the mentioned order. If a hazard for the bushfire
is defined but the vulnerability is not defined, an error will be shown. This
situation is shown in Fig. 21.
In general, the designer should modify the model to eliminate the errors;
then he/she should use the error-free model to generate the code. Obviously,
without fixing the errors in the model, incorrect code will be generated.

9.3 Code generation for the Victorian bushfire disaster
To automatically generate the code for the Victorian bushfire scenario, the
MTL files (described in section 7) should be executed. For this purpose, it is
necessary to use an Acceleo project in Eclipse. As shown in Fig. 22, when MTL
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Fig. 21 Checking constraint 3

files run as Acceleo application, they will require the modeling file (.masml)
and the folder that will be used to store the generated classes.

Fig. 22 Required inputs for automatic code generation in the Acceleo application

For the case study, 29 Java files are generated using the transformations
that can be run on the proposed JAMDER platform. Each file contains Java
code for every element that is designed in the EMT for the case study. For
example, the generated code for the bushfire disaster is shown in Fig. 23. As
indicated in this figure, first, the constructor of the Bushfire class is generated; then, the Hazards, Vulnerabilities, and Risks of the Bushfire disaster are
generated.

9.4 Running the generated code for the Victorian bushfire disaster
As mentioned in section 9.3, by executing the transformation programs, Java
classes will be generated in the target folder. By running the Java project, the
environment and instances of all elements that exist in the environment will be
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Fig. 23 Partial generated code for the Bushfire disaster

created based on the locations that are specified in the model by the designer.
A view of the environment, including agents, disasters, organizations, tasks,
and all the elements that are affected by the disasters, is shown in Fig. 24. It
is worth mentioning that the map and the location of the objects on the map
do not necessarily reflect the actual disaster as it happened in Victoria. The
user (crisis manager) can see the operations that are designed in the model,
such as organizing teams, task assignments, and how tasks are performed, by
selecting the buttons designed on the right-hand side the window. As shown in
Fig. 24, at first, only the “Organize Team” button has been activated, and by
clicking it, the user can see which teams are created in the organizations. The
teams, their owner organizations, and the members of each team are specified
on the model. Note that several icons are used to visualize the entities that
are created in the environment. Fig. 25 shows these icons.
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Fig. 24 A view of the generated application at the start of execution

Fig. 25 Icons used for visualizing Victorian bushfire disaster
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As indicated in Fig. 26, four teams are formed in four organizations: (i)
a Monitoring team in the Department of Environmental Sustainability, (ii) a
Police team in the Police organization, (iii) a Firefighting team in the Emergency Management organization-CFA and (iv) a Health Department team in
the Health Emergency Management organization. Each team has at least one
or two members. After each team is created and members are added to them,
appropriate messages are shown on the right-hand side panel.

Fig. 26 A view of the generated application after creating teams

After the teams are created, the “Assign Tasks” button will be activated.
By clicking this button, tasks are assigned to each related team (specified in
the model by the Assign relationship). This is done by placing icons for each
task under the related team. The task assignment is shown in Fig. 27.
After tasks are assigned to each team, the “Perform Tasks” button is activated. By clicking on this button, agents move toward the target element (the
element that is affected by the task based on the TaskAffect relationship). As
mentioned in section 7, if the target element is an agent or disaster, by performing the task, the agent or disaster will be removed from the environment
and its icon replaced by the task icon. However, if the target is an object, to
show that the task has been performed successfully, the icon of the task will
be removed. In addition, a message will be shown in the right-hand side panel
to reflect this fact. Fig. 28 shows a view of the application after the tasks are
performed.
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Fig. 27 A view of the generated application after task assignments to the teams

Fig. 28 A view of the generated application after tasks are performed

10 Results and discussion
Modeling may lead to more careful planning for crisis-response operations,
such as team formation, task assignment, and doing task by teams. As shown
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in section 9, using our framework, a crisis manager can model a potential disaster and its features, including location of disaster, hazards, vulnerabilities,
and risks of disaster, entities threated by disaster, and possible victims of disaster. Then, he/she can define several tasks for responding to the disaster.
These tasks, depending on the severity and type of disaster, require variety
of capabilities and resources (both human and non-human resources). Supplying these capabilities and resources needs to be planed before the crisis. For
performing many of these tasks, there is a need to form teams. For team formation, several aspects, e.g., number of members, expertise of each member,
and resources that are available for the team, must be taken into account by
the crisis manager at the modeling time. After modeling, to run the model
and view the results, the model should be converted to a program. The crisis
manager would run the program to see how the modeled operations, including
team formation, task allocation, and task performance, are done. To summarize, using our framework, a crisis manager can model a disaster situation and
see the results of the modeling as a graphical executable program.
As explained in section 9, the designers can model any ERE using the
EMT and generate the corresponding ERE applications automatically using
the transformation programs. In other words, the main advantage of the proposed framework is that the users can generate their ERE applications fully
automatically. To show the superiority of our framework compared to the related works, we repeat Table 1 by adding a new row for ERE-ML. The resulted
table is shown in Table 6. As shown in this table, the major superiorities of
ERE-ML compared to related work are (i) supporting both MAS and ERE
concepts in a modeling language and (ii) providing a powerful model to code
(M2C) transformability using MTL transformation programs and JAMDER
extended platform.

Table 6 Comparing ERE-ML with the related work
Metamodel Language

MAS
Concepts
Support

ERE
Concepts
Support

Abstract
Syntax
Definition

Concrete
Syntax
Definition

Tool
Support

M2C
Transformability

AUML [4]
DSML4MAS [23]
INGENIAS-ML [39]
MAS-ML [32]
DMM [37]
DRP [5]
Mitigation [1]
ERE-ML

+
+
+
+
−
−
+
+

−
−
−
−
+
+
∼
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

∼
+
+
+
∼
−
+
+

∼
+
+
+
∼
−
−
+

−
∼
∼
∼
−
−
−
+

Legend: + (available), − (not available), ∼ (partially available)

Generally, our framework has the following advantages:
– Considering the concepts of ERE, the designer works closely with the domain concepts rather than working with the general modeling languages
such as UML or even MAS-ML; i.e., the designer works with a higher level
of abstraction.
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– Considering the domain of ERE, it is not necessary for the developers
to learn the knowledge of these environments; instead, they utilize the
proposed framework.
– Considering the transformation files, code will be generated automatically
corresponding to the design model.

11 Conclusion and future work
This paper aims to provide a framework for developing MAS in ERE. To
achieve this goal, four steps were taken. First, a modeling language named
ERE-ML is introduced. ERE-ML contains MAS and ERE concepts. Second,
the tool EMT was developed to be used by the designers for modeling ERE
using ERE-ML. EMT was designed based on GMF, such that, first, its metamodel, syntax, and semantics are defined. Then, for validating the models, 18
constraints were written for the ERE-ML metamodel. Third, the model designed by the ERE-ML tool was transformed automatically into the Java code
based on the MTL transformation code. Fourth, an extension of the JAMDER
platform for supporting ERE concepts was introduced to facilitate executing
the generated code.
A case study was conducted to evaluate the results. The Victoria bushfire
disaster was modeled using the proposed tool, and the models were validated
by OCL constraints. These models were automatically transformed into code.
This case study shows that, when using the EMT for modeling ERE, the
developers do not need to learn about domain knowledge. Furthermore the
abstraction level is increased, and compared to the general-purpose languages
like UML, the designer works closer to the domain-specific concepts. End-user
productivity improvement is another advantage of our proposed framework.
Therefore, this framework is useful and promising.
In this paper, an ERE is modeled using a static class diagram. However,
several dynamic aspects exist about a MAS. The dynamic nature of the agents
of MAS, the interactions between the agents, the interaction protocols, and the
coordination and collaboration strategies are some examples. Since the aspects
are run-time-dependent, they can not be instantiated during model building.
Most of these cases can be considered in an implementation level [10] by coding
on the platform and modifying the transformation code. For example, it is
possible to represent messages using the agent communication language (ACL)
proposed by FIPA [16]. Considering the dynamic aspects show the roadmap
of our future work.
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